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Abstract: The COVID-19 pandemic has greatly impacted the normal life of people worldwide.
One of the most noticeable impacts is the enforcement of social distancing to reduce the spread of
the virus. The Ministry of Education in Saudi Arabia implemented social distancing measures by
enforcing distance learning at all educational stages. This measure brought about new experiences
and challenges to students, parents, and teachers. This research measures the acceptance rate of
this way of learning by analysing people’s tweets regarding distance learning in Saudi Arabia. All
the tweets analysed were written in Arabic and collected within the boundary of Saudi Arabia.
They date back to the day that the distance learning announcement was made. The tweets were
pre-processed, and labelled positive, or negative. Machine learning classifiers with different features
and extraction techniques were then built to analyse the sentiment. The accuracy results for the
different models were then compared. The best accuracy achieved (0.899) resulted from the Logistic
regression classifier with unigram and Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency as a feature
extraction approach. This model was then applied on a new unlabelled dataset and classified to
different educational stages; results demonstrated generally positive opinions regarding distance
learning for general education stages (kindergarten, intermediate, and high schools), and negative
opinions for the university stage. Further analysis was applied to identify the main topics related to
the positive and negative sentiment. This result can be used by the Ministry of Education to further
improve the distance learning educational system.

Keywords: COVID-19; distance learning; Twitter; sentiment analysis

1. Introduction

The coronavirus that caused a worldwide pandemic, known as COVID-19, was first
reported in December 2019 in Wuhan City, Hubei Province of China. COVID-19 causes a
respiratory illness, ranging from common flu symptoms to severe illness and even death
in some cases. As of January 2021, over 100 million cases have been reported around
the world, with a mortality rate of around 2% of the total closed cases [1,2]. This rapidly
expanding pandemic is of global concern and presents a serious threat to public health and
the economy worldwide.

Countries around the world have applied various prevention measures to restrict the
spread of the virus. An important prevention measure applied in most countries was the
temporary closure of schools and universities. Distance learning was introduced instead.
On 8 March 2020, the Ministry of Education in Saudi Arabia enforced distance learning for
all school and university students. The Ministry already had a system that featured smart
classrooms and education management systems, where a student can acquire textbooks
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online and take online assessments instead of physically sitting for exams, which proved
useful during the emergence of the COVID-19 pandemic [3].

Despite the Ministry’s great efforts to facilitate distance learning, various challenges
surfaced due to the sudden transition, including unreliable internet connections and lim-
ited computers or smart devices for some people; difficulty to adapt to distance learning
technologies, especially by primary school students and their parents; limited infrastruc-
ture capacity; and, difficulties connected with accurately measuring students’ academic
performance through distance learning [4].

Artificial Intelligence (AI) has transformed our daily lives in unbelievable ways. It
has become significantly important as it tackles a profound set of technical challenges.
Sentiment Analysis is a specific technique of Machine Learning (ML), one important branch
of AI. It has become an essential technology to use in data analytics as it extracts insights
from text. This is done by analyzing the ever-expanding datasets collected from different
sources, such as people’s posts on social media, to obtain an overview of public opinion on
specific topics. The applications of sentiment analysis are powerful. Companies around
the world are increasingly using sentiment analysis techniques to gather insight into their
customers’ opinions about their products or services based on their posts on social media.
This type of feedback greatly assists companies in making future decisions and improving
their services.

The main goal of this research is to conduct sentiment analysis studies to analyze
opinions on the introduction of distance learning in Saudi Arabia as one of the main
prevention measures to restrict the spread of COVID-19. Analyzing people’s opinions
can help the Ministry of Education visualize how people are coping with the situation.
This awareness can help the Ministry to improve distance learning technologies in schools
and universities and make the experience more productive. The goal of this research was
achieved by collecting an Arabic tweets dataset from Twitter using specific keywords that
focused on distance learning at different educational stages (university, intermediate/high
schools, and primary schools/kindergarten) and then applying different pre-processing
and features extraction techniques to prepare the collected tweets for analysis. Different
machine learning approaches were then employed to analyze the tweets. The different
approaches were then measured and compared. Finally, the best model was applied on new
a dataset classified to different educational stages to draw conclusions about the distance
learning acceptance rate.

Sentiment analysis is increasingly conducted in literature, especially with the increase
in social data being generated. However, most of the research activities reported in the
literature concerning sentiment analysis concern data generated in the English language
more than any other language.

In the following paragraphs we present some studies that are relevant to this research.
Specifically, research that applied ML sentiment analysis to Arabic tweets to measure
people’s opinions on different topics. All the studies highlighted here applied similar
techniques in terms of pre-processing. Specifically, they all followed the same basics steps
for cleaning tweets which include removing unrelated data and special symbols, stop
words filtering, applying normalisation, etc. In the discussion of these relevant studies, the
focus is on the number of tweets analysed, the number of categories used to classify tweets,
the machine learning algorithm applied, and the level of accuracy achieved.

With the goal of identifying people’s opinions on health services, [5] collected and
analysed a dataset of 2026 Arabic tweets. They annotated the tweets to either a positive
or negative category and applied a combination of unigram and bigram techniques with
the TF-IDF method to weigh each feature in the corpus. The top 1000 maximum weighted
features were then fed into the machine learning algorithm. For the classification process,
the best accuracy results achieved (up to 91%) were with the Support Vector Machine (SVM)
using the Linear Support Vector Classification and Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD).

Using a similar dataset size, but with a different goal and classification model, [6]
applied sentiment analysis on a dataset of 2000 Arabic tweets about the Syrian civil war
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and crisis. The tweets (that did not exceed 140 characters in length) were collected in 2014.
They annotated the tweets to either positive or negative category, and the Information Gain
measure was applied to extract and select features. The researchers used machine learning
algorithms and a lexicon-based approach for sentiment prediction and then compared their
performance. In the lexicon-based approach, the researchers used the Arabic Emoticon
Lexicon to classify each tweet, expressed as a bag-of-words (BOW), according to two labels:
positive or negative. This was done through a lookup process, where every word in the
tweet is looked up in the Arabic Lexicon. If the word is not included in the lexicon, it is
treated as a neutral word and given a score of zero. The tweet’s overall sentiment score
was then calculated, and based on this calculation, the tweet was given a sentiment label
that was either positive or negative. For the machine learning approach, the researchers
used different algorithms to classify the tweets. The experiment showed that the approach
based on the use of machine learning algorithms performed better than the approach
that was based on the use of the lexicon in predicting the subjectivity of tweets. In terms
of machine learning algorithms, the Logistic Model Trees (LMT) algorithm reached the
highest accuracy results of 85.5%, using the top 150 features.

In another work, [7] applied machine learning techniques to capture online hate
speech in a dataset of 1633 Arabic tweets. Each tweet was labelled positive if it represented
hate speech and negative if it represented non-hate speech. For feature extraction, the
researchers also applied a combination of BoW and TF-IDF. It is worth mentioning that,
in this study, as well as word features, the researchers considered emotion features and
profile-related features such as ‘retweet-count’ and ‘favourite-count’. Several machine
learning algorithms were used for the classification, and it was concluded that the highest
performance was achieved when using Random Forest (RF), with an accuracy of 91%.

Al-Rubaiee et al. [8] carried out a study to classify Arabic tweets according to whether
they featured a positive, negative, or neutral opinion about e-learning. They started by
collecting tweets and then they performed pre-processing, which resulted in 1121 tweets.
They then manually labelled the tweets positive, negative, or neutral. They applied SVM
and Naïve Bayes (NB) to classify the tweets, using the TF-IDF weighting scheme along
with N-grams for features extraction. They then carried out two experiments with different
classes. The first experiment comprised positive and negative categories, while the second
experiment comprised positive, negative, and neutral categories. The best performing
model was the SVM that achieved an accuracy of 84.84% in the first experiment, and 73.15%
in the second.

The method described by [9] used Arabic Twitter data to explore depressive emotions
in an online population from the Gulf region. The researchers initially obtained tweets
from 97 users, 35 of whom were depressed. After pre-processing, the researchers manually
annotated the remaining data, consisting of 6122 tweets, according to depression scale
tools. Out of the 6122 tweets, 1359 tweets were labelled depressed, 1363 non-depressed,
and 3400 labelled ‘other’ and then eliminated. The BoW was subsequently applied as
a feature extraction with negation handling, as the negation was an important factor in
analyzing the sentiment of the tweets (e.g., not happy). Thus, the researchers applied some
modifications in the filter to make it compatible with Arabic tweets by adding a list of
Arabic negation words. Finally, they used Weka to carry out supervised machine learning
using four classifiers: Random Forest, Naive Bayes, AdaBoostM1, and Liblinear [10], which
is an open-source package that supports linear SVM and provides efficient performance
for large scale classification. Their results indicated that the Liblinear had higher accuracy
than other classifiers, with 87.5% accuracy.

All the above studies followed similar methodologies that differed only in the de-
tails relating to feature extraction techniques and the applied machine learning models.
However, compared to this study, they all used a small dataset (of around 2000 tweets).

The study that is most closely related to this research work is a recent study conducted
by Alhajji et al. [11] to analyse sentiment regarding the key preventive measures that were
implemented following confirmation of the first COVID-19 cases in Saudi Arabia. The
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study focused on analysing tweets generated from 5–23 March relating to the following
seven key decisions:

1. Holy Mosque closure for certain times daily for sterilization purposes.
2. Traffic Restriction to/from Qatif city, where the first COVID-19 confirmed cases were

registered.
3. Closure of education centres including schools and universities across the Kingdom

and switching to distance learning.
4. Closure of most of the services and places including parks and shopping centres,

apart from some important services such as pharmacies and large grocery shops.
5. Suspension of all sports activities and competitions.
6. Suspension of the prayers in all mosques across the Kingdom.
7. Starting the curfew across the Kingdom for 21 days.

The method followed to achieve the main goal of the study included several steps,
starting from downloading related tweets within 48 h of the announcement of each pre-
vention measure, then pre-processing the collected tweets. Unlike the manual annotation
technique applied in this study, the researchers used sentiment labels based on emoji
lexicons to label the tweets and restricted their sentiment study to only positive or negative
categories. Then they applied the N-gram for feature extractions and Naïve Bayes model
for sentiment analysis. On a total of 20,827 tweets, the model had an accuracy of 89%.
The researchers then used the model to study general opinions on the seven closure and
suspension decisions. All except one appeared to have drawn more positive responses
than negative.

Table 1 shows a summary of the literature articles discussed above, highlighting the
main algorithm used, dataset size, feature extraction methods, and accuracy achieved.

Table 1. Summary of related research applied models and accuracy.

Reference Dataset Size
(Number of Tweets) Classifier Feature Extraction Accuracy

[5] 2026 SVM Unigram, Bigram,
TF-IDF 91%

[6] 2000 Logistic Model
Trees

Information Gain
measure 85.5%

[7] 1633 RF BoW and TF-IDF. 91%
[8] 1121 SVM TF-IDF and N-grams 84.84%
[9] 6122 Liblinear BoW 87.5%
[11] 20,827 NB N-gram 89%

It can be noted that no previous research considered analysing tweets that are related
to the topic of distance learning in Saudi Arabia. Moreover, in our research we collected and
used a large dataset size with over 14,000 tweets to build a classification model, achieving
excellent accuracy of 89.9%, then applied the model to study the sentiment.

The main contributions of this research are:

1. Collecting a Twitter dataset in Arabic relating to the region of Saudi Arabia on distance
learning during COVID-19 and labelling them (positive, negative).

2. Building models that can analyze the sentiment of people’s acceptance of distance
learning, which feature different feature extraction approaches and different machine
learning classification algorithms.

3. Conducting extensive comparative studies on the performance of the different models
and selecting the model with the highest accuracy. The selected model achieved
0.899 accuracy using a combination of N-gram with Term Frequency-Inverse Docu-
ment Frequency (TF-IDF) for feature extraction as well as the Logistic Regression as
classification algorithm.

4. Applying the selected model on a new unlabelled dataset classified to different edu-
cational stages and concluding that, in general, positive opinions regarding distance
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learning for general education stages (kindergarten, intermediate, and high schools),
and negative opinions at the university stage.

5. Further analysis was applied to identify the main topics related to the positive and
negative sentiment, which demonstrates that negative sentiment was related to the
fear of infection by making final exams in-person, the schools’ rules, and platform
glitches. On the other hand, general school students demonstrate satisfaction related
to the Madrasati Platform, which is the main learning platform adopted by schools in
all general educational stages. This result can be used by the Ministry of Education to
further improve the distance learning system.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the research method-
ology. Section 3 demonstrates and discusses the experimental results and performance
evaluation. Section 4 concludes and highlights the main contributions of this paper and
discusses ideas for further research.

2. Materials and Methods

The methodology followed in our research involved several stages, as depicted in
Figure 1. The following subsections describe these stages in detail.
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2.1. Dataset Collection and Description

There are different twitter scraping APIs that vary in terms of capability, including the
widely used API Tweepy [12]. Tweepy is a Python library for retrieving tweets by accessing
the twitter API. To use Tweepy, the Twitter user is required to apply for developer access.
In addition to scraping tweets, the library can accomplish various other tasks. Retrieving
tweets with Tweepy has some limitations based on account tier. The Standard Search API
is restricted to tweets posted in the previous 7 days, with a limit of 3200 retrieved tweets in
a timeline. Twint [13] is an open-source Python library that is designed to collect tweets. It
is a free tool that can be set up easily with no need for a Twitter account or the setting up
of a Twitter API and it can collect almost all available tweets. As is the case with Tweepy,
Twint can collect data based on keywords, hashtags, dates, and location [14]. This research
used the Twint tool with a combination of keywords and hashtags to collect two datasets
of Arabic tweets about people’s opinions on distance learning at each educational stage in
Saudi Arabia.

The data gathered have a significant role to play in ML, as it enables the model to learn
patterns, make decisions, and perform other applications. Supervised learning requires
a dataset where the label is mapped to the input feature [15]. In the experiments carried
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out in this research, the tweets of the first dataset were labelled (positive, negative) at the
manual annotation stage and divided into the following parts:

1. Training set: contained a dataset where each input is linked with the accurate label;
this allows the model to perform the learning process through training and building
the model.

2. Testing set: contained unseen data that was separate from the data used in the training
phase; the label is predicted by the model that was built. The predictions were then
compared with the real labels to evaluate the model and calculate its accuracy.

The second dataset (application dataset) contained unlabelled data and was used to
measure people’s opinions of each educational stage of distance learning, using the model
that achieved the highest accuracy with the first dataset.

The same setting for downloading Arabic tweets in the region of Saudi Arabia was
applied for both datasets, utilizing the Twint attributes for setting the language and the
region of the tweet. Each tweet in the first dataset was then labelled either positive or
negative in the manual annotation stage. The first dataset was collected from 8 March 2020
to 17 August 2020 and consisted of around 70,000 tweets. The second dataset was collected
during the academic year 2020/2021 which was conducted following distance learning,
specifically from 18 August 2020 to 27 April 2021, and consisted of around 92,000 tweets.
Table 2 shows samples of the keywords and hashtags used for data collection.

Table 2. Samples of the keywords and hashtags used for data collection.
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datasets: 

1. Removing irrelevant tweets manually that contained ads or were not related to the 

topic of distance learning in Saudi Arabia. Following this step, the number of tweets 

in the first dataset was reduced to 5096 tweets and the number in the second dataset 

was reduced to 9160 tweets. 

2. Removing non-Arabic letters. 
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2.2. Cleaning and Pre-Processing

The tweets collected for sentiment analysis are texts in a human format consisting
of unstructured language, slang words, abbreviations, and orthographic mistakes. They
need to be transformed to a structured format by applying some pre-processing techniques
to enable the machine learning model to analyze the texts and produce reliable results
with high accuracy. Therefore, pre-processing is an essential phase in natural language
processing and comprises several stages based on the nature of the language and the
purpose of analysis.

Analyzing Arabic tweets presents more challenges than analyzing tweets in other
languages. Challenges include inconsistency of spelling and the lack of capitalization,
which is necessary to identify text features. The Arabic natural language also lacks the
robust tools and resources that help extract Arabic sentiments from the text. Dealing with
Saudi dialects that do not follow Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) is also a challenge given
their unformal grammatical structures [16,17].

The following steps explain the data preprocessing steps that were applied to the two
datasets:

1. Removing irrelevant tweets manually that contained ads or were not related to the
topic of distance learning in Saudi Arabia. Following this step, the number of tweets
in the first dataset was reduced to 5096 tweets and the number in the second dataset
was reduced to 9160 tweets.

2. Removing non-Arabic letters.
3. Removing symbols denoting emotions including emoticons, symbols, numbers, and

hashtag sign.
4. Removing URLs and user mentions.
5. Removing Tashkeel, such as Tashdid “
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Table 4. Example of implementing the pre-processing steps on a tweet.
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2.3. Manual Annotation

This stage was applied to the first dataset (training/testing dataset), where each tweet
was manually labelled positive (1) or negative (0). The annotation guidelines used were
the following:

1. Positive: If the tweet expressed positive sentiment and agreement about distance
learning, it was labelled positive (1).

2. Negative: If the tweet expressed negative sentiment and disagreement about distance
learning, it was labelled negative (0).

The result of this stage was: 1740 positive tweets and 3356 negative tweets.

2.4. Features Extraction and Selection

Natural language text cannot directly be processed by ML algorithms because text
data is not computable. Therefore, a features extraction approach is implemented to convert
text data into numerical vectors that the algorithms can process and work with. N-gram
and the Term Frequency/Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) are the most used feature
extraction approaches [18].

1. N-Gram

The N-gram technique is used to preserve the captured words’ context. It uses a set of
consecutive ordered words based on an N variable’s value. It is called unigram when N =
1, bigram when N = 2, and trigram when N = 3 [19].

2. Term Frequency/Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF)

TF-IDF is a numerical statistic that is used to measure the importance of each word to
the corpus. It is a simple, well-known feature extraction method used in natural language
processing, classification, and recommendation tasks. This model is implemented through
two main steps. Firstly, the number of occurrences or Term Frequency (TF) of each word
in the document, or in the case of this study, a tweet, is counted. Secondly, the frequency
of each word occurring or Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) out of all documents (or
tweets) is calculated. The smaller TF-IDF values represent common words in the corpus,
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which indicates that they are not significant. However, the larger TF-IDF values represent
less frequent words in the corpus and are, therefore, significant. This method gives the
discriminative words in the corpus more importance and value to contribute in the model
than the non-discriminative word [20,21].

Equation (1) represents the equation to measure TF.

TF(w) =
number of the word′ s occurence

total number of the words ∈ the document
(1)

Equation (2) represents the equation to calculate IDF.

IDF(w) = log
(

number of documents
number of documents that contain the word

)
(2)

Then, to calculate the TF-IDF, we simply multiply the TF with IDF values for each
word. The TF only aims to count the words’ occurrences in the data, where all the words
have equal weight. On the other hand, the IDF provides weights based on the word’s
uniqueness and importance, where common words have a lower weight than uncommon
words.

In this research, we analyzed the effect of using TF-IDF combined with N-gram as a
text representation technique. The unigram with TF-IDF, and bigram with TF-IDF models,
were built. The results were then fed into the machine learning algorithms.

2.5. Classification Models

Classification is the task of assigning each input to a specific label or class. The use of
machine learning in classification tasks helps to find similarities between instances that
belong to the same class. Then, the machine can classify new instances to a certain class
based on the training data. In this study, the classification task was to assign the tweet to
either positive or negative using the classification models described below.

1. Support Vector Machine (SVM)

The Support Vector Machine (SVM) plots the labelled dataset on a plane to separate
the classes by a hyperplane. It chooses the best hyperplane that best divides the dataset into
distinct categories. When new data input is plotted above the hyperplane, it is assigned
to a specific class, otherwise it is assigned to another class. There are several kernels used
with the SVM algorithm, such as the linear and Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernels. The
linear kernel builds linear boundaries, and it can be used whenever there are many features
generated from the dataset that are applicable to text classifications. The RBF kernel is used
with datasets that cannot be linearly separated; it is slower when compared to the linear
kernel and is far more complicated [22].

Equation (3) represents the equation used for prediction in a linear kernel, using the
dot product between the new input (x) and each support vector (xi). Equation (4) represents
the RBF function, where ||X1 − X2|| is the Euclidean distance between X1 and X2, and γ
is Gamma which is only used for the RBF kernel. SVM implements different parameters
to control and enhance the model performance, such as C, kernel, and degree. For this
experiment, C was set to 1 with the RBF kernel and a degree of 3.

K(x, xi) = ∑(x ∗ xi) (3)

K(X1, X2) = exponent
(
−γ||X1 − X2||2

)
(4)

2. Random Forest (RF)

Random Forest (RF) is an algorithm that creates many classification decision trees.
Whenever new input data needs to be classified, it will go through all the trees in the
forest. Each tree will give that data a class, then the class with the highest occurrence will
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be chosen as the predicted class for the input data. When implementing Random Forest
for data classification, Entropy is used to decide how to branch the nodes of the decision
tree. Equation (5) represents the Entropy formula, which uses the probability of a certain
outcome to determine how a node should branch. The number of estimators used with
this model was set to 100.

Entropy =
C

∑
i=1
−pi ∗ log2(pi) (5)

3. K-nearest Neighbors (KNN)

K-nearest Neighbors (KNN) assumes that similar data are close to one another. It
calculates the similarities between data by some commonly used similarity measures.
When new input data needs to be classified, KNN calculates the distance between the new
input data and the K number of neighbors. Then, it assigns the new input data to the same
class of the closest K neighbor.

Equation (6) represents the Euclidean distance, which is usually used in KNN classi-
fication problems to calculate the centroids based on the mean between data points in a
cluster. Multiple values of K neighbors were tested, and the model demonstrated the best
results with 5 neighbors.

d(p, q) = d(q, p) =

√
n

∑
i=1

(qi − pi)
2 (6)

4. Naïve Bayes (NB)

Naïve Bayes (NB) predicts the new input data class by calculating the probability
using the Bayes theorem. It calculates the probabilities of each class in the dataset given
the features of the input data. The class that scores the highest probability for given input
data will be assigned as a class for the new input.

Equation (7) represents the Bayes theorem, where A represents a class and B represents
data.

P(A|B) = P(B|A) · P(A)

P(B)
(7)

5. Logistic Regression (LR)

Logistic Regression (LR) predicts the class of the input data based on probabilities. It
uses an equation similar to linear regression to predict the class of the input data. It then
uses the sigmoid function to map the predicted values to probabilities, following which it
assigns a threshold value that divides the dataset into two classes. If the probability of the
new input data lies above the threshold value it will be assigned to class 1; if not, it will be
assigned to class 0.

Equation (8) represents the logistic function, also called the sigmoid function, where x
is the actual value, and e is Euler’s number. Equation (9) represents a Logistic Regression
formula, where y represents the predicted value, b0 is the intercept, and b1 is the coefficient
of the input value x, which is a constant real value learned from the training data. To
enhance the performance of the model, we used the following settings: Penalty = l2,
Tol = 0.001, and C = 1.0.

S(x) =
1

1 + e−x (8)

y =
e(b0+b1x)

1 + e(b0+b1x)
(9)

6. XGBoost (XGB)

Extreme gradient boosting, also known as XGBoost, is a quick and scalable ML
classifier. The algorithm has shown good results in challenging ML problems. It is based on
the gradient tree boosting technique. It functions in parallel manners and is known for high
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performance and scalability. It has different parameters that could be tuned and optimized.
XGB enhances its performance by applying ensemble methods in its boosting part. The
‘gradient’ part refers to the fact that it enhances future models based on previous errors. To
enhance the performance of the model, we used the following settings: max_depth = 6,
min_child_weight = 1, and subsample = 1.

All the classification algorithms discussed above were implemented in this research,
as discussed in the results section.

2.6. Performance Measurements

The Classification Accuracy corresponds to the ratio of the number of correctly classi-
fied observations to the total number of input observations. The Confusion Matrix gives a
matrix as output that summarizes the performance of the model. In the Confusion Matrix,
there are four important terms demonstrated in Table 5: True Positives (TP), which repre-
sents the number of tweets that are predicted as positive and are correctly positive; the True
Negatives (TN) are the number of tweets that are predicted as negative and are correctly
negative; the False Positives (FP) represent the tweets that are predicted as positive, but
are correctly negative;, and the False Negatives (FN) are the tweets that are predicted as
negative, but are correctly positive. The Confusion Matrix demonstrated in Table 5 reveals
how the classification model is confused when it is making predictions.

Table 5. The Confusion Matrix.

Positive Negative

Positive TP FP
Negative FN TN

The accuracy of the matrix is calculated by taking the ratio of correctly classified
instances over the total number of classified instances, as Equation (10) demonstrates. In
our experiments, we used the measure of accuracy to evaluate the models’ performance.

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
(10)

In addition to the accuracy, we also measured the precision by calculating the false
positives of the classifier recall by calculating the false negatives of the classifier and F1-
score, by taking the weighted harmonic average of the recall and precision. These three
measures are demonstrated by the Equations (11), (12), and (13), respectively.

Precision =
TP

(TP + FP)
(11)

Recall =
TP

(TP + FN)
(12)

F1− Score =
2× Precision× Recall

Precision + Recall
(13)

3. Results

This section presents the details of the experiments conducted in this research, describ-
ing the setup of the experiments and the results of the models applied in all the experiments.
It also presents a discussion on their performance.

3.1. Experimental Setup

All experiments were conducted using a MacBook with a 1.1 GHz Dual-Core Intel
Core M processor and 8 GB 1600 MHz DDR3 memory. In terms of data splitting, in all
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the experiments that were conducted, the first labelled dataset was divided into 80% for
training and 20% for testing.

In this research, the randomized under-sampling technique [23,24] was applied to
the first dataset in order to balance the positive and negative classes of the dataset, as the
negative class was considerably higher. As a result, the total number of the tweets in the
dataset was reduced to 3480 tweets, consisting of 1740 positive tweets and 1740 negative
tweets.

We applied the two feature extraction approaches (N-gram and TF-IDF) discussed in
Section 2.4, as well as the six classification algorithms (LR, NB, KNN, XGB, SVM, and RF)
discussed in Section 2.5.

3.2. The Result of Classification Models

This section summarizes the results obtained from all of the conducted experiments.
The experiments were conducted over the balanced dataset. Different sizes of N-gram (uni-
gram and bigram) in combination with the TF-IDF approach were applied to extract the fea-
tures, and evaluated in conjunction with six classification algorithms (LR,NB,KNN,XGB,SVM,RF).

Table 6 and Figures 3 and 4, below, indicate the output of the experiments (four
performance parameters: Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and F-score) for all six classification
algorithms in predicting the tweets’ sentiments.

Table 6. Performance results from using TF-IDF extraction with different N-grams for all classification
algorithms.

Classifier Accuracy F-Score Precision Recall

Unigram + tf-idf

LR 0.899 0.899 0.904 0.899

NB 0.711 0.707 0.723 0.711

KNN 0.801 0.800 0.807 0.793

XGB 0.831 0.831 0.835 0.831

SVM 0.897 0.892 0.945 0.844

RF 0.834 0.834 0.834 0.834

Bigram + tf-idf

LR 0.886 0.885 0.900 0.886

NB 0.771 0.771 0.772 0.771

KNN 0.814 0.816 0.808 0.824

XGB 0.824 0.824 0.825 0.824

SVM 0.889 0.879 0.968 0.804

RF 0.798 0.798 0.799 0.798

For accuracy, it can be observed that the accuracy rate is generally decreased by
increasing the size of N-gram. LR with unigram TF-IDF has achieved the best accuracy,
F-score, and recall. However, the best precision value was achieved by SVM with bigram
TF-IDF, with a value of 0.968.

Although the SVM showed high performance results with unigram TF-IDF, LR per-
formance was better, more consistent, and reliable, as reflected by all the performance
measures. The accuracy for all other classifiers was above the 0.8, except the NB, which
had the worst performance.

To conclude, the model that was based on the LR classifier was applied to the applica-
tion dataset in order to draw conclusions about the acceptance rate of distance learning in
Saudi Arabia.
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3.3. The Result of Sentiment Analysis

In this section, we discuss the sentiment analysis results regarding distance learning in
Saudi Arabia. We built this analysis based on the second dataset, which was pre-processed
following the same steps as the first dataset. Then, we classified all tweets according to
the following educational stages: primary schools and kindergarten, intermediate and
high schools, or university. If the educational stage was not clear in the tweet, the tweet
was classified ‘unspecified’. Table 7 demonstrates the number of tweets relating to each
educational stage for the second dataset (application dataset). Figure 5 presents the most
frequent words in the dataset, as generated by WordClaud library. Words shown in the
figure include education, studying, exams, universities, Ministry, Blackboard, platform,
Corona, and students.
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Table 7. Number of tweets in each educational stage for the second dataset (application dataset).
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Schools and
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We conducted the sentiment analysis using the application dataset to measure people’s
opinions regarding distance learning for all educational stages, applying the LR model
with unigram and TF-IDF as a feature extraction approach.

The analysis in Figure 6 shows that the university stage tweets had the highest
percentage of negative sentiment regarding distance learning, while the primary school
and kindergarten, intermediate, and high schools’ tweets had the highest positive reaction.
In terms of tweets that were not clearly related to specific educational stages, the sentiment
was slightly toward the negative side.
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We then investigated the dominating sentiment for each educational stage and anal-
ysed the top 20 frequent words.

Looking closely at university stage tweets, the main reasons for the negative senti-
ments were related mainly to the final exams and the decisions of some universities to
hold exams in-person. Students were expressing negative sentiments toward holding final
exams on campus due to their fear of getting infected, which was demonstrated clearly
by analysing the top 20 frequent words of the negative tweets related to universities. As
Figure 7 shows, words repeated in this set of tweets include final exams, exams attendance,
request king, and universities, highlighting the main concern of students was to request
holding exams online. However, universities who conducted their final exams on cam-
pus took into consideration all the precautionary measures, which resulted in successful
completion of final exams without any reported infection cases.
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Regarding the top 20 frequent words for the negative tweets of the unspecified educa-
tional stages, the main concerns were related to Blackboard glitching, Madrasati platform
issues, and school rules, as indicated in Figure 8.

On the other hand, analysing the top 20 frequent words for the positive tweets related
to primary, kindergarten, intermediate, and high school educational stages, demonstrated
by Figures 9 and 10, reveal that people were talking positively about the Ministry of
Education and Madrasati Platform. The platform was developed by The Ministry of
Education for general education students as an interactive educational distance learning
platform. It contributed greatly to the continuation of the educational process during the
COVID-19 pandemic by offering various educational services and activities.
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Moreover, we investigated the change of sentiments for all educational stages overtime
since the beginning of the academic year, which is demonstrated by Figure 11, below.
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It can be observed that the first and the last month of the academic year have an
increase in the number of tweets among Twitter users. At the beginning of the year,
students were not sure if they were going to continue the learning process following
the distance learning approach, resulting in many discussions being raised around this
topic. Whereas, at the end of the year, students targeted social media platforms to express
their feelings about their exams, grades, and graduation. Negative sentiment tweets have
exceeded the positive sentiments throughout the whole year, except for some time periods
such as the beginning of March 2021 when the Saudi Arabia government announced that
students will continue studying through the distance learning approach to the end of the
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academic year. Noticeably, November and December 2020 displayed the least positive
sentiments because students have their first semester finals in this period, and due to the
uncertainty of how second semester will be conducted.

4. Discussion

This rapidly expanding pandemic that is threatening the health system is a global
concern and a serious challenge to public health systems and governments worldwide.
Countries, including Saudi Arabia, are adopting different actions and prevention measures
to control the spread of the virus. One such measure is the shifting of the education system
for all educational stages to distance learning. Despite the Ministry’s efforts to facilitate
distance learning, various challenges have surfaced due to the sudden transition.

This research provides the design and implementation of Arabic tweet sentiment
analysis regarding distance learning in Saudi Arabia. The tweets collected were posted
within the period of March 2020 and April 2021 within the region of Saudi Arabia. Two
different datasets were collected and pre-processed. The first dataset was manually labelled
according to two categories: positive or negative and used to train and test the accuracy
of the model. Different sentiment analysis models were built by exploiting N-gram and
TF-IDF for features extraction and six different classification algorithms. The models were
then applied to the first dataset to identify the model that yielded the highest accuracy level.
The highest accuracy achieved was 0.899, using a model that comprised a unigram and
TF-IDF as the feature extraction approach, and LR as the machine learning classification
algorithm.

This model was then applied to the second dataset, which was not labelled and was
used to gain insight into the opinion of distance learning at all educational stages in Saudi
Arabia. The results demonstrated generally positive opinions regarding distance learning
for general education stages (kindergarten, intermediate, and high schools), and negative
opinions at the university stage. Further analysis was applied to identify the main topics
related to the positive and negative sentiment.

The results of our study could assist the Ministry of Education to assess the distance
learning limitations, such as platform glitching and the distance learning school rules
employed and investigate ways to improve the service.

In the future, we aim to collect new data to study the sentiment regarding other
COVID-19 related issues, such as COVID vaccines and their side effects. Moreover, we
aim to investigate and apply more optimisation techniques to the pre-processing stage,
such as applying some frameworks [25] to handle negation words for Arabic language,
and to study their effect on the level of accuracy obtained. Furthermore, we may conduct
comparative performance analysis after applying different sets of deep learning models,
as well as testing of new transformer-based models for language representation, such as
BERT [26], which was developed by Google, and has recently been pre-trained for the
Arabic language [27,28] and proved to be efficient in different natural language processing
domains, including sentiment analysis. The region of the study may also be widened
to cover different areas and countries as well as to study the effect of other COVID-19
prevention measures.
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